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Many critics have discovered striking similarities be-
tween Samuel Johnson's Rasselas and Voltaire's Candide. Yet,
most have failed to describe the links that exist between the
works which indicate that similar forces may have spurred the
authors to write so similar tales, one quickly following the
other into publication.
Source studies of the two tales indicate that very little,
if any, evidence is available to prove that the works were
inspired by the same written sources that ..ohnson and Voltaire
may have relied upon. While source studies of the tales do
not reveal any shocking information, they do inform the reader
that both men used great effort in writing their tales.
Nevertheless, the similarities of Rasselas and Candide
are so great that one must turn elsewhere to find explanations.
One possible explanation is that both men vehemently hated the
popular philosophy of their day, a philosophy advocated by
Gottfried von Liebniz under the name of optimism. This philo-
sophy and the concept of the Chain of Being play an important
role in the two works since each tale ridicules the ideas.
Eighteenth-century optimism allows for no hope. Rasselas and
Candide try to answer this dilemma the philosophy proposes.
The joint attack on optimism and the Chain of Being can-
not be the only reason that the two tales are similar. By
examining certain aspects of each man's life, one finds that
contrary to popular belief Johnson and Voltaire shared many
resemblances. Both were very bright as children, as they
were as adults. Both writers had powerful emotions and a
strong sexuality. Both were gentle and caring people. These
human characteristics can be seen in their works, helping ex-
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The similarities of Rasselas and Candide have been, for
the most part, left unexplained by many critics. A study
that attempts to answer the mystery, by its nature, is very
enjoyable to write. To appreciate such a study one should
read it as though he were reading a mystery, trying to find
his own pieces of the puzzle before they are revealed to him
by the author. Although a study of Rasselas and Candide may
supply many pieces of the puzzle, there will be gaps caused
by time. Even during the eighteenth century, explanations
of the resemblances of Rasselas and Candide were not readily
available. Centuries later, all one may do is examine the
information and surmise.
This study and its author owe a great deal to Professor
Robert Ward for acting as thesis director. Professor Ward
devoted much time and displayed great patience during the
preparation of this work. The amount of gratitude he deserves
can never be fully expressed.
Professors Nancy Davis and George McCelvey also deserve
the author's thanks for reading the first draft of this work.
The suggestions they offered proved invaluable.
Introduction
During the eighteenth century two books were written
that have inspired much debate among critics; these works,
Samuel Johnson's Rasselas and Voltaire's Candide, bear an un-
canny resemblance to each other. Though much has been written
about each individual work, very little research has been done
to ey.plain the similarities that Candide and Rasselas share.
An adequate examination of the two books must include
two things. One must first look at. the sources that were
used in the authors' writing of their novels to determine
whether there are any common sources that were used. The next
step consists of searching for evidence that similar ideas and
concepts may have played a role in the writing of Candide and
Rasselas. Similar novels may share similar ideas by being
for or against some thoughts of the age when they were written.
In the eighteenth century the icjeas of unlimited optimism and
the Chain of Being proved to be a dominant force in the thought
of the day. It will be interesting to see how Johnson and
Voltaire treat the topic.
Literary works are not born in a vacuum. Two men who
lived during the same time may have shared common traits that
could have affected their writirg. While many scholars find
few shared characteristics of Voltaire and Johnson, a study
must still explore the connection in an attempt to discover
how so different men as Samuel Johnson and Voltaire could
write books that are so similar as Rasselas and Candide.
6
However, before one starts his examination of the men, he may
wish to begin by looking at the history and the source of
of the novels, Doctor Johnson's Rasse2as.
The Roots of Rasselas
Born a prince in pai.adise, the young Rasselas soon tires
of his existence withcut liberty and decides to undertake a
quest for meaning and happiness in life. With this introduc-
tion Samuel Johnson begins a story whose apparent simplicity
hides a complexity that has yet to be fully discovered, a com-
plexity that may never be fully discovered. As one begins
his study of Rasselas, he must examine certain aspects of
Johnson's life and the literary age to discover the motivating
influences and sources that are present in the novel.
The birth of Rasselas resulted from several factors:
Johnson's financial condition in the year he wrote the novel;
his awareness of the intellectual climate of the age; the
subject matter of his earlier works; his readings about Egypt;
and his research into Abyssinian history, the Abysinnian in-
fluence being the one most intensively d.bated by scholars.
Nevertheless, to trace the journey to the birth of Rasselas,
one must begin with the death of Dr. Johnson's mother.
An elderly woman, Samuel Johnson's mother lay dying many
miles from a son whom she had not seen for an extended period
of time. The death of his mothc Lffect lie birth of his
novel in many ways. James Boswell. Johnson's most famous
bicprapher, tells of one such influence on Rasse3as in his
biography The Life of Johnson:
8
The late Mr Strahan the printer told me, that
Johnson wrote it, that with the profits he might
defray the expence of his mother's funeral, and
pay some little debts which she had left. He told
Sir Joshua Reynolds that he composed it in the
evenings of one week, sent it to the press in por-
tions as it was written, and had never since read
it over.
1
Aside from being financially affected by his mother's
death, Johnson may have been psychologically affected also.
The death of a parent may cause a child to realize his own
mortality. The death of Mrs. Johnson could have provided
Samuel with the same knowledge, an indication that life does
not provide all of the answers. Critic James Clifford
speculates that Johnson used the writing of the novel to
2
divert himself from his mother's plight. William Vesterman
in The Stylistic Life of Samuel Johnson supports Clifford's
view about Rasselas and Johnson. He writes:
We can guess with some support, that it was created
out of the specially strong resolutions, particu-
larly those against icleness, that his mother's im-
pending death must have occasioned for a man fcr
whom even the anniversaries of major events in his
life were rarked ty efforts at reformation and the
creation of new resolutions about productivity)
Death wa:. a motivator for Johnson earlier in his career,
9
and the setting of Abysinnia (Ethiopia) was no stranger to
the novelist either. Clifford finds it unuual that Johnson
gave Rasselas the same setting as the one he used in an ear-
lier work that was written while his wife was dying. In both
stories the conclusion was the same: happiness could not be
found in the world.
4 
When adversity struck, Johnson returned
to the East.
Durirg the aLthor's age, the East/West relationshir was
being explored to an extent that was unheard of before. The
culture and history of the Orient found its way to Europe,
introducing new philosophies and iceas. One should stop and
incuire about this unusual relationship. Critic Thomas Cur-
ley describes this East/West interaction as a "revolutionary
contact," one that Lady i.ary Wortley Montagu helped to develop.-'
Curley reveals that ir her Letters, Lady MontaEu writes of the
Orient, "I am almost of an opinion tley have a right notion of
life. They consume it in music, gardens, wines, and delicate
eating. . . . I had rather be a rich effendi with all his ig-
norance than Sir Isaac Newton."
6
Rasselas, however, initially
does not agree with Lady Montagu, but his creator was quite
taken with her Letters. In fact, as Joseph Wocd Krutch notes,
Johnson once tolo Yrs. Thrale that the bock was the only work
that he reed in its entirety that he was rot required to read.
Johnson's novel ma;, not have been inspired by Lady P:.ontact's
Letters, yet most critics ignore the basic question that she
raises in her work, a question that Rasselas tries to answer:
is ignorance better than knowledge? Through an examination
of the Chain of Being, one may find this question posed again.
7
10
The idea of a pastoral setting (the Happy Valley) versus
an urban setting (Cairo) reveals itself in earlier Johnson
literature. Lady Montagu apparently prefers the pastoral;
Rasselas eventually spurns the city and decides to return to
his home. But how does Johnson address the question? J.W.
Krutch provides an answer. Commenting on Johnson's early
poem London, a final work in which Johnson praises the pas-
toral setting, Krutch reveals that "[The self-delusion of
those who thought that flowery meads and pastoral amusements
would compensate them for the loss of what London had to
offer was one of the favorite subjects of his ridicule."
8
After London Johnson praised the city over the country; never-
theless, Rasselas could find no ccmfort in this philosophy,
although Johnson clearly favored it in the novel. But even
when Johnson was living in the city, he may have never found
what Rasselas was seeking.
Even though London presented a philosophy not followed
by Rasselas, some of Johnson's earlier works were very simi-
lar in nature and may have contributed to the development of
the novel. "The Choice of Life," the title Johnson originally
meant for Rasselas, is a theme that may be found in several
of Johnson's writings, two being Rambler 19 and Adventurer
107.9 Thomas Curley acknowledges two other earlier works in
the following:
Perhaps the closest antecedents in overall design
were Johnson's allegories of the voyage and pil-
grimage of life (Rambler 102; The Vision of Theodore),
11
which are essentially abridged variations on
stories found in the Odyssey and The Pilgrim's
Progress respectively. As such they constitute a
key link between Easselas and two great literary
paradigms of travel. For his oriental romance
embodies a fable of moral pilgrimage reminiscent
of the quest motif treated by Homer and Funyar
and made unheroic by Cervantes.
10
Rasselas has ccnnections to several other of Johnson's
earlier works, One critic notices that the Life of Savage
and The Vanity of Human Wishes share a sense of "exposure,
disappointment, and departure" that is also found in the novel.
11
Also, "The Young Author," London, and Irene foreshadow the
development of Rasselas.
12
And it is obligatory to mention
Rambler 204 and 205 (the Seged tales), works that contain an
Abyssinian setting and philosophies found in Fasselas.
13
How€ver, it is with Johnson's translation of Father Jerome
Lobo's Voyage to Abyssinia that one finds what is termed by
many critics as a prime source for Rasselas. Even though most
of Rasselas's early reviewers fail to mention Johnson's trans-
lation cf Lcbo'b Voyage to Abyssinia, Thomas Tyers, Johnson's
first biographer nctes the fact, and most critics since have
seen the conrEction.
14
In 1759, Johnson was working on Rasselas; twenty-five
years earlier, according to James Clifford, Johnson had
finished translating Father Lobo's work.15 Thus in 1735,
Johnson translated Father Lobo's Voyae to Abyssnia. Actually,
12
Johnson translated a translation; his work was a translation
of the Fortugese original that Joachim Le Grand did in French
in 1728, the Relation historique d'Abissinie du P. Jerome Lobo.16
One critic found Johnson's translation superior. He writes:
Although his style seemed unusually plain tc Bos-
well and Hawkins, he did actually introduce some
elegance and order to the French version of the
travel book. The multiple voyages that open the
original account seem more like a single unified
expedition in Johnson's work. The tighter narra-
tive that appeared in the English translation would
have important consequences for the plotting of
Rasselas, which assimilated the simplified journey
of Loto's Voa.Fe and many of its elegant passages.
17
Even though Johnson's translation is a primary source cf
Rasselas, one cannot stop his search for others. Gwin Kolb
notes, "Impressed by such glaring differences between the
VoyaLf and Fasselas, investigators have felt compelled to
look outside the former for closer antecedents to the royal
prison in the latter."1
Having viewed the death of Johnson's mother, elements of
his age, some of his
Abyfsinia), one must now continue his e>amination of
sources for Rasselas. Touching briefly on Johnson's
may discover that some characters found in the novel
paralleled with people Johnson knew, and some of the
ters may even rerind one of Johnson himself. Later,







find the same of Voltaire. The rrld astronomer in Rasselas is
the best example of a character who is patterned after a real
person. Leopold Damrosch, Jr. sees the author's own fear of
madness as being depicted in the astronomer. 19 ThiL, fear of
madness will be discussed later in another chapter. Thomas
Curley also rotes the resemblance of the astronomer and Dr.
Johnson; however, Curley also views a resentlance between the
mad astronomer and Thomas Browne and Zachariah Williams, two
figures known to Johnson.
20
Whether we call the work The Prince of Abyssinia. A Tale
as Johnson called his Oriental tale or Fasselas as most modern
critics refer to the work, one must still proceed with the
stLdy. Another segment of the study takes one not to the
pyramids but to Dr. Johnson's debt to other writers. Having
begun Rasselas with the lines "fe, who listen, with credulity,
to the whispers of fancy, and pursue with eagerness, the phan-
toms of hope; who expect, that age will perform the promises
of youth . . attend to the history of Fasselas," Johnson,
according to Yrutch, may have used a passage from John Dryden,
"hope tomorrow will 
pay."21
Rasselas draws from older sources as well; Gwin Kolb men-
tions Johnson's debt to the "paradise" tradition, especially
to Paradise  Lost.
22
The novel also owes part of its setting
tc Milton's poem since Rasselas's mountain home is mentioned
in the fourth took of Paradise Lost.23 Ambrose Fhillips'
translation of the Persian Tales may have also acted as a
means to spur Johnson into writing a story about the pursuit
However, Thomas Curleyof happiness in an Eastern setting.
24
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presents an even more encompassing view of the influence of
other writers on the novel. Curley writes of Rasse2as:
Its plot recalls journey patterns made famous by
Homer, Bunyan, and Cervantes and treats a Platonic
topic ironically. Its thematic organization corres-
ponds to the development of Ecclesiastes as elaborated
in Simon Patrick's Paradise upon  . .  Ecclesias-
2
tea.
The next part of a oonprehensive study of the Abyssinian
setting of Rasselas, considered by most scholars to be the
largest influence on Johnson's writing of Rasselas, is the
Egyptian seting. As a reader of Rasselas knows, the prince
and his group (Imlac, Rasselas's sister, and hei Ii.aid) leave
the Happy Valley to journey to tgypt where they visit Cairo
and the pyramids. .1ohnson in his novel displays ar aware-
ness that he was familiar with the country and its landmarks.
A major question is what sources Johnson used in writing the
Egyptian part of the novel. Arthur Weitzman, a critic whc
recognizes the apparent neglect of other critics of the
Egyptian setting, argues that Johnson must have read numerous
geography and travel books on Egypt.
26
The critic writes,
"It is also likely that Johnson consulted travel accounts of
Cairo, Egypt, the pyramids at Oizeh, the catacombs at Saccara',
and the customs of the koslem inhabitants. ,,27 One work that
Johnson may have used for his Egyptian setting is Aaron Hill's
A Full and Just Account of the Present State of the Ottoman
Emil.re (London, 1709).
28
There is no overwhelming evidence
15
that Johnson read the work, but he had access to it and he
knew of Hill, since he mentions the writer in the life cf
Savage.29 Weitzman parallels Hill's adventure with that of
Pekuah. Both people were attacked by Arab horsemen. In
Hill's case, his mules were stolen. For Pehuah, she and her
maids were abducted. In both cases a troop of Janissaries
pursued the band. Unfortunately, in both cases the Janissaries
were unsuccessful.
30
Weitzman's case, however, is weakened
if one examires Father  Lobo's Vovae to Abyssinia and discovers
that Lobo was also kidnapped by a Turkish chieftain.31 This
example is closer related to what happened to Pekuah than the
temporary loss of a few mules. Still, one cannot ignore that
both Hill's and Pekuah's attacks happened at the same location.
Aarcr Hill's work is by no means the only work Johnson
could have consulted for the Egyptian setting for Rasselas.
For his harem description the novenst may have used Alexander
Russell's The Natural Histou of Alf.ppo (London, 1756), a work
he reviewed in the Literary  Maga2.ine or Universal Review of
1756.' Other works he may have used for hareil descriitiorft.
inc2Lded Richard Knolles's General Historic of the Turks (160f)
and John Greaves's Description of the Grand Seignor's SeraLjio,
which Johnson owred.33
Leaving the harems of Rasse2as to prcceed to the pyrarids,
one finds that the potential sources of the work are ever.
larger. By his descriptions of the insides of the Great
Pyramid of Cheops, Johnson revealed that he may have been
acquainted with contempolary books on the subject, the most
readily available being Aaron Hill's, Richard Pococke's A
16
Description of the East, John Greaves' work Fyrar.idographia
in The Miscellaneous Works of John Greaves and Thomas Shaw's
Travel Observations Relating to Several Parts of Barbary and
-A4
the Levant; Johnson owned the works of Shaw and Greaves/
Also, accordirE to Boswell, Johnson was familiar with Pococke's
writing since Dr. Johnson found the work "inferior to some
contemporary novels.05 Of the travel books of Johnson's
age, Thoras Curley feels that George Sandy's Relation of a
Journey and Richard Pococke's DescriTtions of the Last prob-
ably had the greatest impact on the novel.
However, Dr. Johnson was nct a man who was bound by his
literary age; he could transcend his own el'a and draw upon the
past for inspiration. The pyramids have always been of in-
terest to mankind; the ancent historians and scholars were
no exception. Diodorous Siculus wrote about the mammoth con-
structions, as did Strabo and Pliny the younger. Strabo and
Pliny were read by Johnson since he had editions of their
works in his library.37 He may have read Diodorous Siculus
as well since Siculus was known to eighteenth-century England.
One may ask whether Johnson's mixing of olo sources with new
sources affected his novel. One scholar expresses an answer
to the question in tie following: "his antiromantic portrayal
of Egypt frequently juxtaposes descriptions of the early
glories and later ruins of the country.' Apparently John-
son took great literary license in his writing of Rasselas,
and one may see even more such examples of this when he con-
tinues his study of Passelas.
During an examination of the sources of Rasselas, one
17
may have previously discovered that Johrson tecame aware of
Abyssinia when in college he translated Le Grand's French
trans]ation of Father Lobc's Voyage to  floyssinia. Johnson's
translating of the Fortugese Jesuil 's story may have ultimately
inspired him to write Fasselas. Son scholars see the trans-
lation as important while other critics de-emphasize it.
Perhaps Donald Lochhart sets up the conflict best: "The con-
tention that his inspiration for thE Happy Valley came from
wide variety of readjrgs on Ethiopia is counter-balanced by
an Equal insistence or thE importance of his debt to Lobo's
Relation d'Abissirie."39
One e2ement of johnson's debt to Lobo has already been
mentioned--the parallel between Lobo's kidnapping and Fekuah's
abduction at the hands of an Arab.
40
Lobo may be responsible
for other characteristics of Rasselas as well. Lockhart
writes that of al] the works Johnson may have consulted only
Lobo's work contains a reference to the ile that is found
in Rasselas: "Father of Water."
41
Also, only Lobo and John-
son spell Imlac's home province as "Goiama"; others spell
42it "Goyam," "Goyame," or "Gojam."
Joseph Wood Kri,tch finds a relation between Lobo and
Rasselas, as do several cther critics; howe,/er, Krutch seeming-
ly peers deeper into the connection than dc the others. He
writes:
It has also been observed that the translation of
this bock probably suggested the choice of Abyssiria
as the scene of Rasselas. But it seems to have been
18
less often observed that the passage also suggests
an important aspect of the theme of that tale and
thus, indeed, already announces one of Johnson's
fundamental convictions concerning human life as
a whcle.
Krutch recognizes the underlying sentiment that Dr. Johnson's
translating of LeGrand's Lobo may have formed; neverthe]ess,
other scholars are less enthusiastic about the importance of
the translation on the novel.
Donald Lockhart adrits that the Le Grand edition "may
have been a remote influence on Rasselas' setting," and he
also acknowledges that it "may have first awakened Johnson's
44
interest in Ethiopia." But Lockhart will concede no more.
Having examined all pre-1759 original works on Ethiopia that
would have been available to Johnson, the diligent Lockhart
developed a list of works that presented potential sources
for the novel; he develops a list of eleven works that men-
tion the mountain where the prison was located, but only nine
works contain what he considers to be adequate detail: those
of Alvares, Castanhoso, Urreta, Godinho, Telles, Baratti,
Ludolf, Poncet, and Lobo and Le Grand in Le Grand's edition
of Lobo.
45
With eight other sources available to Johnson.
Lockhart reveals the weakness of other critics' reliance on
Lobo's VoyaKe to_Abyspinia as the major source fcr Fasselas.
Lockhart chides some scholars who see exact parallels betv.e(r
Lobo's Relation d'Ahissinie and Fasselas. He notes that Lobo
fails to give any information about the princes' confinement




Lockhart also points out that most scholars agree that
Johnson latched on to the name "Rasselas" from Le Grand's
translation of Lobo's narrative or from Le Grand's "Disserta-
tions" that he attached to it; however, Iockhart disagrees:
he asserts that the name Lobo and Le Grand write of is
"Rassela Christos." Since the final "s" is missing, the
critic was alerted to look for other sources.
47
By examining
a copy of Ludolf's History of Ethiopia, a wcrk found in John-
son's library, Lockhart found evidence for his theory. He
writes of his findings, "The 'Rasselach' in Ludolf's table is
the same historical person referred to by Mende,n as 'Rassela
Christo,' by Le Grand as 'Rassela Christos,' 'Rassela-Christos,'
'Sela Christos,' Ras-Sela Christos,' or 'Selae Christos.' . • •
(It shculd be noted that it is only in the "Genealogia Table"
where Ludolf refers to the character as Rasselach; in the text
of the work he uses the proper form: a hyphen between the
words of a name.)
48
Lockhart adds that, as a result of Ludolf's
Ethiopian linguistic studies, the man prepared a more accurate
group of names. Ludclf knew that the words should be hyphen-
ated; however, as a result of his or a translator's mistake,
"Ras-Seelaxos" became"Rasseelaxum," which at the hands of an
English translator became "Rasselach." From there Johnson,
according to Lockhart, arrived at "Rasselas."
49
The scholar
continues, "In no account that I have seen published or un-
published before 1759, has a name remotely similar to 'Rasse2as'
been written with the final sibilant, except in Ludolf."5°
Another critic, Thomas Curley, cites the Ludolf wcrk as
20
a potential source for Rasselas; however, Curley describes
Ludolf's work as being the New_History_of Ethiopia, a history
that tells of Gregory the Abyssinian, a man whom Curley be-
lieves was Johnson's model for Imlac.
51
There is an Imlac
in Ludolf's writing, but this Imlac is the Emperor Icon Imlac
who aids in developing the practices that keep the princes
imprisoned on the mountain.52 There is also an Emperor in
Le Grand's and Telles' works, but this person's name is
spelled "Amlac" or "Amalac."53 So, in effect, we have very
similar names in Ludolf to the names of the characters in
Rasselas: however, the characters in Ludolf's history do not
fit the personality of the characters in Fasselas. In t:ohn-
son's story Imlac assists in helping the prince excape: on
the other hand, the real Imlac described by Ludolf and others
was an emperor who plotted to keep the princes imprisoned.
The differences between life and Johnson's fiction are
readily apparent as Gwin Kolb reveals in the following:
Thus with respect to the incarceration of Abyssinian
princes, Ludolph, Geddes, and a number of other
early writers . . . may be said, in Johnson's phrase,
"to have copied Nature from Life": their accounts
are relatively sober, more or less accurate, and
strikingly different from Johnson's portrayal of
the Eden-like delights of the "happy valley," in
which, it will be remembered, "all the diversities
of the world were brought together, the blessings




Ludolf (or Ludolph) presents what appears to be a factual
description of the area; Dr. Johnson seeringly takes the
surroundings and colors them to fit his own needs. Perhaps
he found it best to Anglicize foreign names to please the
English audience. It seers that Lockhart has an argument
about Johnson's taking the name of Rasselas from Ludolt's
table, but one may wonder whether Johnson read the complete
book or merely used Ludolt's writing as a bibliographical
source for his novel.
If Johnson used Ludoll as a reference, he would have
found such sources as Alvares, Uretta's Historia ecclesiastica,
cr
and Godinho.-- AlVE.1ES proves tc be important in a source
study of Rasselas. Having served in 1520 as a chaplain of
the Rodrigo de Lira expedition to Ethiopia, Francisco Alvarez;
published a book on his journey in 1540. Samuel Iurchas
published an English translation of the work in 1625, which
may have inspired Johnson to set his prince's confinement in
a valley rather than on a mountain since Alvares was the only
writer to write of such a setting; his valley setting was an
error, a misunderstanding caused by his weakness with the
<6
Ethiopian language.'
Even though Alvares's description of Ivt. Amhara was in
error, his hidden entrances, iron gates, and guards may have
7
provided inspiration to Johnson. 
5
' Cne unique aspect of
Rasselas cannot be found in the work. Lockhart writes, "Alvales
was probably responsible for Johnson's valley, tut he does not
22
describe the mountains which surround it, those strangest of
all mountains, 'whose summits overhand the middle part.'"
58
There was an author who did describe unusual mountain
tops, although they were slightly different from those des-
cribed by the novelist. The man was Father Luis de Urreta.
59
Father Urreta wrote an Ecclesiastical and political history
of Ethiopia in Spanish. This work was listed by Ludolt in
his history; however, Johnson knew of this work very early in
his life since it was mentioned in Johnson's translation of
Lobo.
60
Kolb hints that Urreta's writing may have inspired
Johnson to see the paradisical element in Mt. Amahara.
61
Still,
as with most of the works that have been surveyed, Urreta's
Historia presents some problems as a direct source for Fasselas.
The Historia is not known to have been translated into English.
Yet, the work greatly influenced many seventeenth-century Eng-
lish writers, and it contains, in the words of one scholar,
"the original of almost every word in the most celebrated
description of the Abyssinian paradise in English travel liter-
ature."
62
This close correlation between Rasselas and Urreta's
Historia may have developed from Johnson's reading of The Late
Travels of S. Giacomo Barratti, a work that is, according to
Kclt, "a spurious travel book almost certainly based in part
.“63
(though perhaps indirectly) on Urreta's history. .
There are three strikirg similarities between Barratti's
writing and Rasselas's valley home: both surroundings are
shown as paradises; bcth works allow the daughters of the kings
to share the residence with the sons; and both works mention
23
the yearly visit of the emperor and the treasure found at the
. 64
dwelling.
The last travel book to be mentioned as a possitle source
for Rasselas is Telles' book Eistoria geral. Lockhart argues
that Johnson must have used this work since a grouping of
objects is present in the two works that was not found in any
of the other works he used in his research to discover John-
son's sources. This grouping contains the following elements:
crocodiles, hippopotami, sirens (or mermaids), and tritons. -I
A source study is very important in understanding the
novel and its author. The study may tell the reader several
things about the eighteenth-century writer and his famous
novel. For instance, one may question whether Er. Johnson
wrote Rasselas in a week as Boswell reported that the author
told Reynolds. Donald Lockhart feels that Johnson wrote the
novel in a week's time. However, Lockhart believes that
Johnson relied or notes that he had prepared several years
earlier.
66
Critics Curley and Weitzman agree with Lockhart
that Johnson spent years in prepration for the writing of
Rasselas. According to Curley, "when in 179 he hurriedly
wrote the work 'in the evenings of one week,' he drew upon
a lifetime of experience that tied his oriental rorrance to the
great traditions of western literature."
67
And, according to
Weitzman, "Too much evidence of Johnson's indebtedness tc
Ethiopian and Egyptian travel books has been presented for
us to be comfortable with the traditional account of the time
spent ir writing the tale. . • •
.68
Weitzman also agrees with
Lockhart's rote theory and concludes that the ac4 ual writing
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could have been completed in a week. '
The note theory of Lockhart (supported by Weitzman) is
based or an assumption that the novel has too many specific
references for it to be taken from memory.
70 Yet most scho-
lars tend to overlook one thing—the mental ability of Samuel
Johnson. To be sure, Dr. Johnson read widely. His booksel-
ler and magazine writer background certainly provided him
with the opportunity and impetus to read, but his background
may have made him more selective as well. His work for the
magazines may have made him a fast writer, and the gift of
his birth may have provided Johnson with an unusually strong
intelligence and memory. Could a man who knows how to skin
read and search for details, who has a reputation as E fast
writer, and whc has a brilliant memory (coupled with a wide
reading background) write a short novel in the time of one
week? The answer is a definite yes. But did Dr. Johnson
have these dualities, although most critics have tended tc
ignore them or to mention them in connection with Easselas?
Addressing the question of Johnson's ability to skim read,
one should consult The  Critical 02jniors of Samuel Johnson 
ccupiled by Joseph E. Brown. Brown lists two examples of
Johnson's philosophy of reading: "J. r,9fended at being asked
if he had read a certain book through: 'No, Sir, do you read
books through?' Bog. 2.226 1773. 71 On another occasion,
Johnson tells Boswell, "A book may be gocd for nothing; or
there may be only one thing in it worth knowing; are wt to
read it al] through?' Boa. 4.308 1784."72 By following his
own advice Johnson may have quickly reviewed the nine sources
25
listed by Lockhart as sources for the Abyssinian setting.
One may assume that Johnson had a reading philosophy that
would allow him to skim a book to find what he needed for his
own writing. (It is interesting to note that only in the
"Generalogia Table" of Ludolf's Histor.y_of Ethiopia does the
Ethiopian scholar write "Rasselach" as one word while in the
body of the text he hyphenates it. And the table would be a
quick source for a person who is intent on writing a book
about Ethiopia to consult.) But does Dr. Johnson have a repu-
tation as a fast writer? In his biography of the writer of
the dictionary, Boswell describes how Johnson wrote the Life
of Savage: "The rapidity with which this work was composed,
is a wonderful circumstance. Johnson has been heard to say,
'I wrote forty eight of the printed octavo pages of the Life 
of Sava gf at a sIttirg; but then I sat up all night.,u72 For
another example of Johnson's phenomenal writing skills, Bos-
well reports that he heard Johnson say that he wrote seventy
lines of "The Vanity of Human Wishes" in one day. All were
mentally composed before being transferred to the sheet.
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Even though one must be aware of Boswell's inherent cheer-
leading of Johnson's abilily, the man must certainly have been
a proficient writer who could perhaps write a novel even in
less time than a week, even without the aid of notes.
Notes are a scholar's tool; surely Dr. Johnson must have
relied heavily upon them when writing his novel. However,
Boswell writes of an ability the young Johnson had ir school
that tends to weaken the note theory of Lockhart and Weitzman:
He discovered a great ambition to excel, which
26
roused him to counteract his indolence. He was
uncommonly inquisitive; and his memory was so
tenacious, that he never forgot anything that hE
either heard or read. 1,1r. Hector remembers having
recited to him eighteen versEst which, after a
little pause, he repeated verbatim, varying only
one epithet, by which he improved the linE.75
It may be safely said that Johnson impreved the Abyssinian
legend by his writing of Rasselas. If one listens to the ad-
vice that Johnson gave to Lady Mary Montagu, he may better see
how Johnson wrote the novel:
A man is seldom in the humour to unlock his bcck-
case, set his desk in crder, and betake himself in
serious study; but a retentive memory will co some-
thing, and a fellow shall have 2 strange credit
given him, if he can but recollect striking pas-
sages from different books, keep the authors sepa-
rate ir his head, and bring his knowledge artfully
into play.
This advice does not sound like the words of a man whc would
industriously maintain copious notes of every bcck he read.
Rather the words sound like the thoughts of a well-read man
whc constantly faced indolence but could conquer ii with
super-human anounts of work Cone in a very short time, of a
mar who could refresh or add to that knowledge in a very
short time, and of a ran who, when faced with necessity, could
write a short novel in a week's time relying solely on his
27
own intellect.
Very little may be proved in the study of the sources of
Johnson's Rasselas, but much must be endured. There is a
lifetime of living found in the work. Regardless of the books
Samuel Johnson read on Ethiopia or Egypt, a person cannot
give these works full credit for motivating Dr. Johnson to
write Rasselas. There is much more material to be eyardned
in discovering the sources of Rasselas. But it is trivial to
debate the importance of sources while completely ignoring
the man. Samuel Johnson would not allow his Eighteenth-cen-
tury contemporaries to ignore him; his novel will not allow
a reader to ignore its creator. Another person who would not
allow himself to be ignored is the fiery Voltaire.
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The Creation of Candide
When a reader first browses through Samuel Johnson's
Rasselas, he may falsely assume that there are not many
sources or incidents that are responsible for the construc-
tion of the tale. If a reader WE./E to assume that Voltaire's
Candide is a very simple tale due to its length, he would be
equally as wrong. As one may have seen by exaplining Rasselas,
in many cases the complexity of a work is not determined by
its length.
In uncovering the secrets of Candide one must dig deeply.
Several facets of the tale must be examined: the intellec'ual
climate of the age; the year of the novel's birth; the per-
sonal elements that may be found in the tale; the influence
of Voltaire's earlier works; Voltaire's use of other people's
works as sources for Candide; the origin of the characters in
the novel; Voltaire's USE of the work to attack scholars,
priests, and soldiers; Voltaire's use of the tale to take
revenge on Frederick the Great of Prussia; Voltaire's use of
the novel to address the problem of evil in the world; and
Voltaire's decision to cultivate his own garden. A scholar
may notice that one very important element is not included
in the list; this element, the attack on optimism, requires
a separate chapter to be fully developed for both Johnson and
Voltaire.
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Before one proceeds with a source study of Candide, he
may wish to consult with several critics to determine whether
such a study would be beneficial. Critic Ira Wade addresses
this issue in the following:
It is fair to surmise that those exerting an in-
fluence in the genesis of Candide were the growing
antipathy to Leibritz and Pope, the fiasco at Ber-
lin, the Lisbon Earthquake, and the Seven Years
War. . . However, it should be remembered that
we are surmising, which is the best literary his-
tory can do in circumstances of clandestinity.
Certainly, no one of these events--not even the
Lisbon earthquake which is frequently cited as a
primary cause--gave rise to Candide.1
Wade makes an interesting point: in dealing with the obscur-
ity that surrounds part of Voltaire's literary history, the
best that a scholar may do is surmise. Also, Wade's men-
tioning of the failure of any one aspect of Voltaire's life
to dominate the work provides an excuse to examine other areas
of the history of Candide. Another incentive to do a source
study on Candide is furnished by Christopher Thacker when
he writes, "The fiction of Candide is backed at every point
by real events--historical or personal."
2
Examining the climate that surrounded Voltaire may be
the best place to start a study of the tale. In 1758, as
Haydon Wason notes, French arts, government, and culture were
seen in a decline.3 During the 1750's, it appeared that
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nearly everything was in decline. Ronald Ridgway in com-
menting on Voltaire writes, "Chateaubriand placed the chief
blame for his faults on the 'mediocrity' of the age in which
he lived." Chateautriand continues by adding that Voltaire
would have realized his potential had he lived in the seven-
teenth century.
4
It is very difficult to believe that Vol-
taire would have been much more dynamic had he lived in the
confinement of the seventeenth century. Had Voltaire lived
in the twentieth century, he may have come close to his poten-
tial. But it is unfair to make statements concerning a per-
son's living in an age other than his own. For Voltaire not
only helped make the eighteenth century, but the eighteenth
century helped make Voltaire.
Patrick Henry in his article "On the Theme of Homosexual-
ity in Candide" proposes an intriguing insight into under-
standing how Voltaire fared in the eighteenth century:
Ultima-tely, the minor theme of homosexuality and
the more encompassing theme of sexual deviation
are closely linked to a very basic endeavor of the
Enlightenment: that of "rehabilitating" the passions
and of "recreating" man as a creature of nature.
In this venture, the men of the Enlightenment,
Voltaire of course among them, managed to maintain
a delicate balance between the excesses of the 17th
century rationalist who attributed too much power
to reason and not enough legitimate positive sub-
stance to the passions, and the extremes of the 19th
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century sentimentalist who scorned reason and
exaggerated the benefits of feeling.5
Having seen that Voltaire was adjusted to his age, one may
proceed to take a closer look at the year of Candide's con-
ception.
Controversy surrounds the amount of time Voltaire used
in writing Candide. A common legend says that the writing
tock only three days; other sources say three weeks; but
SOME scholars speculate that it took Voltaire months to cor-
plete his work.
6 
As is the case with Rasselas, much mystery
surrounds Voltaire's short work. Even the exact time the tale
was started is open to debate. Wade feels that the novel was
7nurtured from 1750 to 1757. Haydon Mason supports Wade's
contention. He writes:
As Voltaire is retired and free outside France, so
too Candide in his final retreat in Turkey. Whether
yet consigned to paper, the lineaments of the "de-
ncuement" to the "conte" are all mentally in place
by March 1757.8
Critic Colwyn Vulliamy in his work Voltaire believes
that the Frenchman started writing Candide when he visited
the Elector at Mannheim in July of 1758.9 Evelyn Hall acknow-
ledges that the story exists that Voltaire finished writing
Candide in July of 1758; however, Hall has the author visiting
his friend the Elector Palatine at Schwetzingen.
10
It appears
that most critics believe that Voltaire had completed his
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manuscript by July of 1758. Wade has developed what appears
to be a plausible time-table leading up to the completion of
the work. Wade believes that Voltaire worked intensively or.
Cand_ide around January 15, 1758. After a two-month break, he
resumed work on Warch 15. Around April 15 he was about half-
finished; the work was almost completed by July 15, the first
publication being December 15, 1758.11
Even though uncertainty exists surrounding the specific
dates and amount of time that the writing of Candide involved,
one thing is certain--Voltaire's work created fireworks when
certain segments of the reading public gained access to it.
Critic Bernard Schilling in his bock Conservative EnEl_and  and
the Case Against Voltaire describes how Candide's putlication
created a negative reaction in England. Schilling mentions
that Voltaire lost Edward Young's respect as a writer when
the Englishman labeled the tale as "such bold trash.
u12
The
work received a similar reception in Geneva when on March 2,
1759, the Venerable Company of Geneva had the executioner
putlicly burn the book.13
Voltaire certainly knew what the reactions would be to
his finished tale. Will and Ariel Durant in their excellent
work The Age of Voltaire describe in the following how Vol-
taire protected himself from the life-threatening act of
attacking religion:
Of course Voltaire denied his authorship; "people
must have lost their senses," he wrote to a friendly
pastor in Geneva, "to attribute to me that pack of
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nonsense. I have, thank God, better occupations."
But France was unanimous: no other man could have
written Candide. Here was that deceptively simple,
smoothly flowing, lightly prancing, impishly ironic
prose that only he could write; here and there a
little obscenity, a little scatology; everywhere a
playful, darting, lethal irreverence; if the style
is the man, this had to be Voltaire.14
Not all opinions of Candide were negative. In fact, some of
the people who were the butts of Voltaire's ribbing in Can-
dide enjoyed the work. Christopher Thacker describes how one
of the most attacked persons in Candide felt about the work.
Thacker states that in 1759, the year of the tale's publica-
tion, Frederick the Great said that Candide was "the only sort
of novel you can really read."1-5
One of the reasons Candide is a very readable work--
some critics would prefer the word "work" to that of 'hovel"
since even categorizing Candide is controversial--is that
Candide comes from the life of Voltaire (Francois Yarie Arouet).
His trouble with Frederick, his reaction to the Lisbon Earth-
quake, his resentment toward the Church, all of these things
play a role in the creation of the tale. Other less impor-
tant parts of his life also are present in the work. For
instance, Ira Wade sees a parallel between the lives of Vol-
taire and Candide. He notes that Candide was illegitimate,
while Voltaire had a suspicion that he was also of questionable




Mason sees seNeral instances where Voltaire's life plays a
significant role in the tale. Mason speculates that the knife
wound Cunegonde receives in the side or her disemboweling by
Bulgarian soldiers may be linked to Voltaire's memory of his
niece, whc was stabbed with four bayonets in the stomach while
she was in Frankfurt 
•17 
Diason also points out that the Dieppe
episode in Candide, when the protagonist departs from Dieppe
to go to England, may have been inspired by Voltaire's exper-
ience of spending a winter there.
18 Other experiences of
Voltaire's life are echoed in the tale. As Thacker mentions,
there is a direct correspondence to what occurs in the tale
and in Voltaire's life. The same relationship may be seen
in Johnson's Rasselas, for his ncvel was not born from one
experience but from many. A lifetime of living is present in
both works. As was the case with Johnson and Rasselas, there
are many instances where Voltaire's earlier works foreshadow
the coming of his short novel. But with the creation of Can-
dide Voltaire had to be extremely careful to hide his author-
ship. William F. Bottiglia in "Candide's Garden" explains,
"A royal decree cf 1757 had restored the death penalty for
writers and publishers convicted of attacking religion. 
.•
Voltaire could not resist the challenge to attack religion,
Frederick, senseless scholars, soldiers--and, as will be men-
tioned later, he could not resist attacking optimism in its
excess, a trademark of the eighteenth century.
In examining the sources of Candide one would be lax
not to look at Voltaire's earlier works for possible sources.
Interestingly encugh, many critics view Voltaire's earlier
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writings as his foundation for the creation of the tale.
Bottiglia sees hints of Candide in some of Voltaire's earlier
works. The critic writes, "A Voltairean inclination toward
allegory is clearly perceptible in as early a work as the
Henriade . . . and has its roots deep in his psychology, his
literary training, and his philosophic orientation."
20
Another
critic, Ronald Ridgway, sees elements in Voltaire's Lettres
chinoises and La Princesse de Eabvlone that are found in
candide.
21
(Babylon, we must note, finds its way into Dr.
Johnson's Rasselas.) One critic sees similarities between
Candide and the author's Essai sur  les  omoeurs: both works
contain a utopia without judges, doctors, or priests, and
both works mention the Jesuits in Paraguay.
22
Even though different critics see parallels in Voltaire's
earlier works to Candide, it is Ira Wade J.hc fully explores
the intricate relationship that is formed between the earlier
works and the tale. Simply stated, Wade sees a growth present
in Voltaire's work that starts with Scarmentado, spreads to
The Poeue sur le desartre de Listcnne, and ends with his
Memoires: Wade writes, "Strictly speaking, Scarmentado is
Candide, not only before the earthquake, before the Seven
Years' War, but before a crisis has developed in the soul of
its creator, before the moment of grace. "23 As for the poem's
relation to the Lisbon Earthquake, the critic believes that
the work parallels Candide in basic content and that both
works pose the same questions.
2L1 
But Wade notices that there
is a point where the similarities end. He writes, "This
resemblance ceases when ii is a question of generating idea,
39
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tone, stylistics (expression as judgment) and total effort."
2 
-
There is still something lacking in Voltaire's writing. What
Voltaire's emoires reveals is the despondent and pessimistic
frame of mind he was in before he wrote Candide; echoes of
this thought can easily be detected in the tale.
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In a sense
it appears that Candide was a means for Voltaire to come to
grips with himself and his age. For Samuel Johnson, Rasselas
seems to serve a similar function.
As has been previously seen, Dr. Johnson made liberal
use of other people's works in his writing of his philosophic
tale. Voltaire did likewise. The Arabian Nights has been
cited as a possible source for Candide.
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The Arabian Nights
is frequently mentioned when critics discuss Johnson's writing
of Rasselas. Other possible sources for Candide include Gul-
liver's Travels and Galland's Mille et une nuits.
28
Alfred
Aldridge in Voltaire and the Century of Light remarks that
"Candide has a roster of personae. In this sense it is closer
to a conventional novel than is Gulliver's Travels, the literary
work which it resembles the most and which served as a partial
model."29 Voltaire may have also used Fougeret de Eonbron's
CosmoLclite (London, 1753) since both are very similar in
plot.30 Another similarity may be found in Bougeant's Voy,14,Ef
merveilleux du Prince Fan-Feredin dans la Romance (Paris,
1735) which has a scene in it which is very reminiscent of
the Eldorado scene in Candide.
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Fiction was not the only source that Voltaire may have
used in his writing of his tale; he may have drawn from non-
fiction accounts as well. Ira Wade believes that the Lisbon
40
Earthquake section of Candide may have come from Ange Goudar,
who, in 1755, wrote a report on the event.
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Another use of
ncn-fiction sources may be seen in Volta]re's account of the
battle between the Bulgares and the Abares. This account may
have beer inspired by a letter he received from the Margravine
of Bayreuth that describes the battle cf Rossbach.
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It is interesting to realize that both Voltaire and John-
son may have had characters who were drawn from other people's
writings. One has already discovered sources where Rasselas
may have originated. Many of the characters in Candide have
interesting sources as well. For example, the black slave in
Chapter XIX of Candide may have been inspired by a similar
character in Helvetius's De l'esyrit.
34 
Even though Voltaire
may have used fiction sources for the creation of his charac-
ters in the tale, the majority of the characters were drawn
from people Voltaire had met. For example, the publisher Van
Duren proves to be the model for Varderdendur in the tale.35
Other possible models include the Frenchman's banker friend
Baron. Iabat, who became the Baron de Thunder-ten-Trunckh in
the tale; his daughter Jeanne-Louise Labat proved to be a
model for Cunegonde.
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Another instance in the tale may be
drawn from an instance that occurred in Voltaire's life:
Jacques' compassion in Candide may be inspired by the benefi-
cence that Everard Fawkener expressed toward Voltaire while
he was visiting England.37 As one may see, the sources for
Voltaire's tale are numerous. An entire book could be devoted
to this study because of Voltaire's art. However, Ira Wade
aids onein understanding this complexity when he writes,
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"Other characters likewise left reality to enter fiction:
Admiral Byng, Van Duren, Pere Crouste, Freron, Gauchat. Still
others seem to come from books. 
. .H38
When Voltaire wrote his philosophic tale, art may have
been one of his primary goals. Nevertheless, he had other
things in mind. Candide is very biting. The use of charac-
terization aids in this attack. When a modern reader reads
about Pangloss, the image of Leibniz suddenly appears. Yet
individuals are not the only source for scorn in the tale.
Voltaire also launches a general attack on certain types of
people and institutions. He attacks the Church, insipid
scholars, priests, and soldiers.
The attack on the Church is something that was almost
always present in Voltaire's life. In 1758, there was no
reason for that year to be different. Only a few years ear-
lier John Wesley was denouncing Voltaire for his disbelief
in revelation.39 According to one scholar, Wesley called
the Frenchman "such a creature as Voltaire."
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Voltaire pro-
bably had a similar love for people like Wesley. Still, this
dislike for the Church was present before his writing of the
tale, and his hatred was present afterwards as well. Virgil
W. Topazio in "Voltaire, Phiolsopher of Human Progress" ad-
dresses the Frenchman's dislike for certain types of religion
in the following:
Needless to say, throughout the Essai sur les
moeurs, as in most of his other works, the church
was represented as the major deterrent to human
progress and happiness. The engulfing miasma of
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religious fanaticism, fed by superstition and
ignorance, had a deleterious effect upon morality
and impeded the advancement in social culture. The
proof, according to Voltaire, was the Middle Ages.
During this period when the church exercised tre-
mendous power and influence, civilization had
reached its lowest point since the glories of Rome.
. . Voltaire, the "mcndain," staunch defender of
a highly civilized way of life, rebelled whenever
the arts, sciences, commerce, or statecraft suf-
fered. This explains his unrelenting attack upon
the church, an attack which, starting in the late
fifties, became an all-out war devoid of impar-
tiality and leniency 
•41
One of the best examples of Voltaire's attack on the Church
occurs when Candide and Cacambo visit Eldorado. As Thacker men-
flans, the section dealing with Candide's asking of questions
is an indirect attack on the Church of Rome and its abuses.
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The Frenchman was not content with merely attacking in-
stitutions; he also liked gouging the people who compose an
institution. Jesuit priests are one of his favorite targets
in Candide. In examining the sources of the work one may be
curious to wonder why Voltaire vented his scorn on the priests.
Haydon Mason offers one e),planation. Mason tells how Voltaire
supposedly told Mrs. Pope that when he was in school, the
Jesuits had sex with him; if this story is true, then it may
explain why Voltaire in Chapters XV and XXVIII of Candide
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satirizes the Jesuits for their predilections toward young
4/
boys. -)
Jesuits are not the only group of people to be labeled
as homosexuals by Voltaire in his tale; for, as Patrick Henry
nctes, "Inasmuch as all the allusions to homosexuality in
Candide refer to either priests or soldiers, it is quite con-
sistent that this theme be embodied in the brother of Cune-
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gonde who is bcth 'colonel et pretre.' . . . It is no
secret that Voltaire cared little for priests or soldiers,
and it is equally as well known why he disliked them. How-
ever, as Wason points out, there may be more to his hatred
than is visible on the surface. Regardless of the reasons,
this hate played a vital role in the construction of Cardide.
Another type of individual who draws Voltaire's ire is
that of the insipid scholar, Leibriz being a prime example
of the type. As Patrick Henry notes, "Clearly, Fangloss is
an intellectual marionette wound up with Leibnizian terminology
that he spouts forth automatically without recourse to the
reality of any given situation.
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Other scholars feel the
sharp point of Voltaire's rapier when he gibes the Academy
of Bordeaux with the incident concerning the sheep with red
wool and their inquisitiveness; this part of the tale is meant
to be a parody of an action the Academy took in 1741 when they
actually offered an award to the person who could best explain
why a black person's skin is black.
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It may be safe to say that some of Voltaire's attacks
may have teen missed by his contenporaries. As has been
previously mentioned, Frederick found the tale as the only
type of novel to be read. But perhaps the Prussian ruler
missed most of the barbs that were aimed at him, the barbs
that were hurled at Frederick as a result of his humiliation
of Voltaire. One scholar found that Voltaire strongly hinted
in Candide that Frederick was a homosexual.47 Another cites
the episode of the six dethroned kings who are eating at a cat-
aret in Venice as a means for Voltaire to lash out at Louis XV
--and Frederick.
48 
And a third critic finds an example in Can-
dide that is firmly rooted in the reality of Prussia at war;
Haydon Mason writes, "Candide's punishment, to pass thirty-six
times through the bastinadc, is reminiscent of that precise
discipline handed out by Frederick to his soldiers."
49
Fred-
erick does play an important role in the tale. His cruelty
to Voltaire at court may have effected a desire in Voltaire
to get even with the Prussian.
50
Frederick's invasion of
Saxony in August of 1756 to start the Seven Years' War did
little to endear the ruler to Voltaire as the Frenchman was
very sarcastic in his letters in regard to the Seven Years'
rl
War. However, the invasion did start Voltaire's thought
process flowing. But perhaps Frederick, as a prime example
of his nationality, served Voltaire in another way. Alfred
Aldridge gives us a clue in the following: "From Germany, Vol-
taire may also have acquired the inspiration for the person-
ality of his protagonist Candide. ThE trait of extreme credu-
lousness or sentimental simplicity was associated at that
time with the German national character."52 Regardless of
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the role Frederick played in Voltaire's writing of Candide,
his importance to the novel must not be overlooked in even
a brief source study.
While Voltaire was busy taking jabs at a highly visible
target when he was writing the tale, other things were con-
cerning him as well. Of course, optimism in excess provided
a large stimulus for Voltaire's writing of Candide. However,
other philosophic problems concerned him also. One such
issue was the problem of evil in the world. Haydon Mason
writes of Voltaire, "In early 1756 he had passed from specific
concern with the Lisbon earthquake to a more general brooding
on the problem of 
evil."53 The evilness that the Frenchman
saw in wars became a more pressing concern for him than the
earthquake. In a sense, man's inhumanity to man far exceeds
the physical evils of the universe.
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Voltaire's concern for
evil manifests itself in several parts of Candide, ore of the
more prominent being in the character of the Manichean Martin.
Through the use of this character, Voltaire poses the ques-
tion of whether evil could have created itself.55 Evil is
also seen as a concern in Candide by critic Ronald Ridgway,
who believes that the tale reflects a change in Voltairean
thought. The critic believes that in earlier works Voltaire
accepted evil as a part of nature that contributes to the
whole; however, in Candide Voltaire ridicules the concept.
56
One must note that regardless of its exact influence, the
problem of evil acted as a force in Voltaire's creation of
Candide.
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A final topic to be examined in searching for the sources
of the tale is that of Candide's garden. The concept of a
peaceful garden must have a basis in some part of Voltaire's
experience. Ridgway reveals that Voltaire disliked Paris
and favored the ccuntry.57 Mason mentions this phenomenon as
well; he writes, "The oscillation between attraction and re-
pulsion for Paris will become a major theme in the years of
Candide. . . ."58 Gardening is associated with the country;
thus Voltaire's love for the country may have aided in formu-
lating the idea of the garden in the tale. However, Boling's
advice on the joys of gardening has been suggested as a pos-
sible source for Voltaire's garden.59 As with other parts of
the story, the garden episode has many possitle sources. For
example, when Voltaire writes, "We must cultivate our garden,"
mar critics are left puzzled. Yet, Aldridge suggests that
Voltaire is offering husbandry as a means to offset boredom.
The critic writes:
This is borne out by a letter from Voltaire to Mme
Denis in 1753 in which he described gardening as
"an occupation which destroyes boredom." In the
same month . . . he remarked, "it is better to
dig in the ground than to suffer boredom."
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While one may never discover all of the sources for Can-
dide's garden, he must not be led astray by its meaning. It
is dangerous to fully equate the happenings in the tale with
Voltaire's life, though his life definitely played a role in
47
the way the novel was written. Voltaire was not limited as
were many of his characters. In discussing the Frenchman
the Durants write, "He must have known, too, that though it
is good to cultivate one's garden, to do well one's indivi-
dual and immediate task, it is also good to have larger in-
terests than one's field.
“61
Virgil Topazio agrees with the
Durants in that Voltaire required more from living than just
the cultivation of his own garden--Voltaire required the
arts.
62
Having had a brief look at the sources of Candide,
one may see this need that Voltaire found in his tale. He
took life and transformed it into fiction; he took real people
and imnortalized them; he made people and institutions feel
the sting of his wit; yet, through his resourcefulness he
wrote a novel or tale that has withstood time and has still
never revealed all of its secrets. By examining Voltaire's
assault on Excessive optimism, we may discover and reveal more
of the hidden secrets in Candide.
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Johnson and the Attack on Optimism
Before one examines the way the Frenchman Voltaire chal-
lenged the concept of optimism, he may wish to see hcw Doctor
Jol-nsor addressed the idea in England. When Johnson wrote
The Prince of Abyssinia. A Tale (Rasselas) and when Voltaire
wrote Candide, there was a prominent feature of their age
that bothered the two authors. The Chain cf Being and its
accompanying optimism tremendously irritated them. This irri-
tation found expression in their novels that tell of the search
for happiness. No examination of the works or their authors
would be complete without a look into the world of eighteenth-
century optimism.
Perhaps there is no better place to start than by exam-
ining the person who figured most prominently in advancing
the Chain of Being and optimism in the century of Johnson and
Voltaire. Gottfried W. von Leibniz was a prime mover in in-
fluencing his age to accept the concept of the Chain of Being.
His followers include Addison, King, Bolingbroke, Pope, Haller,
Thomson, Akenside, Buffon, Bonnet, Goldsmith, Diderot, Kart,
and Schiller.
1
However, as Arthur 0. Love-
work The Great Chain of Being, two people
his list. These men, Johnson and Voltaire,
are described by the scholar as being "a strange pair of com-
panions in arms" in their attack upon the concept.
2
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That the Chain of Being was forceful in the eighteenth
century is almost non-debatable. Lovejoy explains in the
following:
Nevertheless there has been rc period in which
writers of all sorts--men of science and philos-
ophers, poets and popular essayists, deists, and
orthodox divines--talked so much about the Chain
of Being, or accepted more implicitly the general
scheme of ideas connected with it, or more boldly
drew from their latent implications, or apparent
implications
Before proceeding with a study of Leibniz, ore should
briefly examine the Chain of Being and its accompanying
optimism. Most scholars agree that the Chain cf Being is a
concept that places man in the middle; man is between God and
ot'ler supernatural deities and the lower animals and nothing.
All links of the Chain have a purpose, a purpose determined
by God who has created "the best of all possible worlds."
Everything that happens has a reascn, but perhaps the reason
is known only by God. An understanding of the concept of the
Chain may be increased by locking at one cf its strongest
proponents.
Leibniz wrote several works discussing the concept of
the Chain of Being; however, he published only one complete
philosophical work in is lifetime--the Essais de Th6Ddidge
sur la  bonte de Dieu la liberte de l'homme et l'oripine du
mal (1710).
4
The Theodic.I. wLs written to reveal the justice
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of God in relation to man.5 One of the reasons that Leibniz
adopted the concept of the Chain of Being (an idea known by
the ancient Greeks) was that, according to C.A. Patrides, the
German believed that denying the Chain of Being was the same
as denying God and his wisdom.
6
Leibniz thought that man's
vision is limited and that one does not see the whole picture;
one sees only parts and thus is rot able to see the complete
design of things.7 Apparently Dr. Johnson and Voltaire thought
otherwise or their novels would echo the sentiments of their
contemporaries. The two men's attack or optimism will be
revealed later.
Leibniz and other optimistic thinkers tried to show cause
for the existence cf evil in the world; one finds this in the
age's theological and moral writings, as well as in Pope's
Essay_on  Man (1734).
8 
The existence of evil was assumed by
Leibniz and the optimists as serving a purpose. C.A. Patrides
notes that Leibniz accepts evil because he finds it a part
of the scheme of life. Patrides writes, "Leibniz' argument
is nct that the universe is beautiful and therefore perfect
but that it is perfect and therefore beautiful."
9
Leibniz' philosophy had faults, but SOME of the people
whc advanced his philosophy added even more flaws to it. Dr.
Johnson and Voltaire accepted the challenge offered by Leibniz
to refute the theory of optimism and the Chain of Being. The
two men worked in different ways with Voltaire being the more
cu tic. Before one examines Johnson's and Voltaire's argu-
ments, he should hear some kind words about the man who was
indirectly attacked by Samuel Johnson but was vehemently sa-
tirized by Voltaire. The theory of optimism recognizes that
man may have limits, that he cannot know everything. When
Will and Ariel Durant summarize Leibniz' belief in their
book The Age of Louis XIV, a reader may feel an attraction
for Leibniz' philosophy regardless of its weaknesses. The
Durants write, "Imperfect as it may seem to our selfish sight,
this world is the best that God could have created so long as
He left men human and free. If a better world had been pos-
sible, we may be sure God would have created it."
10
Because Leibniz created a fantasy world of philosophy
where everything is right, he was severely criticized. But
even though he was lampooned by Voltaire, Leibniz' reputation
prevailed. The Durants write: "Yet even amid the ecstasy of
reason Buffon ranked Leibniz as the greatest genius of his
age. The outstanding German thinker of the twentieth century,
Oswald Spengler, considered Leibniz . . . the greatest intel-
lect in Western philosophy."
11
Having viewed the central
theory of the Chain of Being and optimism and having seen its
chief proponent, one must now examine the attacks levelled
against them by the two writers who may be two cf the strongest
intellects of the eighteenth century.
Very few critics will argue that Samuel Johnson's Rasselas
is an optimistic novel. The chief character soon learns that
this is not the best of all possible worlds as he continues
his sojourn. Rasselas finds that the world is full of evil.
Death, kidnappings, theft, and despair are found in his jour-
ney. One critic, George Brinton, believes that the pessimistic
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thought of Johnson's novel is centered around the problem of
evil and the question of the existence of a God who would
allow this evil to exist.
12
In a sense, Leibriz' philosophy
addresses and answers the question of evil better than John-
son's does. Critic Patrick O'Flaherty in his article "Dr.
Johnson as Equivocator: The Meaning of Rasselas" describes
how the problems of the age found expression in Rasselas:
The whole work is an image of his unsettled out-
look on the world. Under pressure of intensive
grief, his horrible suspicion cf the essential
insignificance of life on earth emerges more
clearly than in any other work; but it is insuf-
ficient to destroy the desperate hope in God to
which he clung. What we witness in Fasselas is a.
kind of catharsis: a purgation of sorrow in ab-
surd coredy, and of doubt in a grimly deterministic
philosophy of life which is revealed, on close anal-
ysis, as equivocation 
,1
As C'Flaherty has suggested, Rasselas may be a work that John-
son had to write to clear his mind of the troubles he expe-
rienced--both personal and of the age. Voltaire may have done
the same thing when he wrote Candide.
When the Chain of Being started to trap Dr. Johnson, he
became an eighteenth-century Houdini and unshackled himself.
While Leibniz believed that accepting the concept proved that
he accepted God, Samuel Johnson nay have been of a different
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opinion. As Marvin Fisher notes, "Rasselas embodies the most
complete and concise formulation of Johnson's attitude toward
man and society."
14
Johnson may have realized that the Chain
of Being placed too much emphasis on society's faith in nature
while ignoring supernatural revelation of religious truth.15
In Rasselas one finds overtones of the supernatural. As will
be seen later, Johnson placed a large amount of his hope in
faith, but as Richard Schwartz points out in "Johnson's Philos-
opher of Nature: Rasselas, Chapter 22" his works of faith,
Rasselas being a primary one, were written to untie the knot
created by the optimists--he did not wish to cut it.
16
Critic
Marvin Fisher labels Johnson as a realistic skeptic during the
time of the writing of Rasselas. One may speculate that be-
cause of his skepticism, Johnson knew that the optimists did
not have the answer; however, at that time he may have not
had it either.
The tale Rasselas was nct the only means Johnson used in
attacking the concept of the Chain of Being. Before Rasselas
was written but while material was being gathered for its
creation, a work was released by SODME: Jenyns that played an
important role in advancing optimism. This work, Jenyns' Free
Inquiry into the Nature and  Origin of Evil, dealt with deism
and optimism; it was very popular in 1757, the year it was
first published, having gore through four editions in its first
year.
17
One of thE reasons for the book's importance in the
twentieth century is that Samuel Johnson reviewed the work,
and he was very critical.
18
The Chain of Being was attacked
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at its weakest link.
The Chain of Being theory has its roots in Aristotle.19
However, in a more immediate sense Jenyns' theory came from
Leibniz and argued that everything is wonderful but one can-
not see it; Johnson believed that Jenyns was callous, con-
placent, and lacking in human compasior.20 Jenyns knew
wealth; Johnson was to write to Fay for his mother's funeral
expenses. Critic Stuart Brown believes that Johnson may have
been receptive to Jenyns' conservative and religious view had
not the reviewer remembered the misery of his earlier years
and the people he associated with on Grub Street.
21
Although
Brown has a good argument, one may wish to agree with Donald
Greene who in his biography of Johnson, Samuel Johnson, sug-
gests that Johnson would not believe that ilorance is good.
22
A man who devoted his life to scholarly pursuits and intellec-
tual conversation would be an unlikely candidate to remain
ignorant if it were possible to gain kncwledge. Rasselas tries
to gain knowledge as Johnson did; the conclusions that both
arrived at involved the seeking out of knowledge as well as
the acceptance cf faith.
Faith keeps appearing in the comments that critics make
concerning Samuel Johnson and the Chain of Being. That he had
no faith in the concept of optimism in excess and the Chain
is very easy to perceive. But it must be emphasized that,
when Johnson attacks optimism, he is not questioning or denying
God; he is, according to David Daiches in A Critical Historx
of EnEjish Literature, trying to express his belief that life
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cannot be rationalized and that one must survive through re-
ligious faith.23 To be content a person cannot rely solely
on nature as a guide.
Jenyns was to Johnson as Pangloss was to Voltaire.24
While Johnson mildly attacks Leibniz in Rasselas, he un-
leashes his full fury on Jenyns. When Jenyns suggested that
creatures higher than men might receive pleasure from our
torments, Johnson became enraged at the Jenyns' concept of
universe that Daiches calls "a carefully designed torture
chamber for all except the Supreme Torturer."25 Johnson would
never place his faith in the Cod of Jenyns. While the first
part of Johnson's attack is based on humanitarian reasons,
the second part of his attack: strikes straight to the heart
of the Chain of Being.
Arthur 0. Lovejoy commands great respect as a. researcher
of the Chain of Being theory. His work The Great Chain cf
Being is indispensable in researching the subject. In com-
paring Johnson's and Voltaire's main response to the concept,
Lovejoy reveals his favorite in the following:
Dr. Johnson's attack upon the theory was based
uycn similar grounds; but, of the two, it was,
somewhat surprisingly, the more profound and
dialectal. Not only did the principle of plen-
titude contradict observable facts; it also
seemed tc him to contradict itself. The Chain
of Being must be a genuine continuum, if that
principle has any validity at all; but in a
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cortinuum there must be an infinity of intermediate
members between any twc members, however, "near" to
one another. Johnson thus applied to the accepted
conception of the universe some of the reasonings
which, as applied to the line, were as old as Zeno
of Elea.
26
Simply stated, Johnson believed that the aspect of infinity
in space between the species, which some believe allows for
the existence cf The Chain of Being, prevents the Chain of
Being from existing. Also, he states that he cannot find
evidence for the concept in reality.
Another scholar, Lia Formiga/i, finds Lovejoy's reaction
false. Formigari does not find Johnson's arguments pertinent;
in fact, the scholar believes that Johnson's idea about the
infinite divisibility helps in proving the concept.
27 
What
is pertinent to the study is that Johnson attacked the con-
cept of the Chain of Being in 1757 when he reviewed Jenyns'
work. When he wrote Rasselas two years later, the attack on
optimism was still going strong. By examining aspects of John-
son's life, one may find further reasons for his war or cp-
timism that helped to weaken belief in the Chain of Being in
England; however, before one explores parts of Johnson's life
to discover why he was hostile to the concept of optimism, one
may wish to SEE how the Chain of Being was being assaulted in
Europe. The focus of this investigation must begin with the
author of Candide--the caustic Voltaire. A study of Voltaire
may reveal more ties between Rasselas and Cardide.
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Voltaire and the Attack on Optimism
While Samuel Johnson was attacking the concept of optimism
and the Chain of Being in England, Voltaire was assailing the
ideas in Europe. Before viewing Voltaire's attack on the
Chain of Being and the optimistic thought that accompanied
it, one may wish to understand why the Frenchman became hos-
tile to the concept.
During the early part of his life Voltaire may have
shared some of the same sentiments that were expressed by
Leibniz. Will and Ariel Durant note that Voltaire wrote to
Frederick the Great in 1738 describing how life was generally
good, with the enjoyments greatly exceeding the miseries.
1
Nevertheless, the happiness felt by Voltaire was rot to last.
He was later to attack a concept to which he once may have
been attracted. Theodore Besterman in his work Voltaire
cites the earthquake at Lisbon as the trigger for Voltaire's
attac on uoptimis.
2
k Besterman also realizes that the seeds
of discontent were being sown in Voltaire's mind: Voltaire
and Frederick started exchanging letters about free w:11;
Leibniz provided discussion for the Cirey group; and Mme du
Chatelet became intrigued with Leibniz.3 Voltaire would soon
start his attack.
C.A. Patrides agrees with the Durants that Voltaire once
favored the Chain of Being and the accompanying optimism.
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Patrides writes about Voltaire's change of philosophy in the
following:
Voltaire, ever bent on arresting the widespread
optimism generated by Leibniz, correctly judged
that the Chain of Being appeared to supperi that
the universe is "the most perfect actual world
which is possible." Initially "filled with ad-
miration" for the traditional concert, he soon
found that "this great phantom could not bear
the light of careful examination."
4
Voltaire and Dr. Johnson loth saw the weaknesses of the Chain
of Being while their contemporaries stayed content with the
comforting feeling the theory provided.
It is very easy to become comfortable with an idea or
concept. Someone who has never seen poverty or hunger may
never realize the existence of either. SOMEOne who has lived
a contented life may truthfully believe this to be the best
of all possible worlds. However, with Voltaire the idea of
this world being the best is unrealistic. For example, as
Besterman points out, Voltaire saw that the optimism of Leib-
niz and others implied a fatalism in life.5 By being what
most people would call a pessimist, Voltaire has allowed for
hope to enter the world; the optimism of Leibniz allows for
nc change.
6 
Ferhaps ore may be safe in viewing Voltaire not
as the cynical pessimist that most people depict him as but
as a person intent or improving the quality of life for himself
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and others. Ronald Ridgway believes that the presence of
Eldorado in Candide proves that Voltaire was not as pessimistic
as people believed.7
As one may begin to see, the Chain of Being was slowly
choking Voltaire. He was becoming smothered by the compla-
cency that was embraced by his contemporaries. The world could
become a better place. Voltaire may have wanted to do his part
in the betterment of the world. First of all, he had to find
the weaknesses in the links of the Chain of Being. One such
weakness that is noted by critic Lia Formigari is that the
Chain of Being is immobile: a creature must stay at the SEME
level, thus ensuring that there would be nc holes in what For-
magari calls the "universal fabric."8 Arthur. 0. Lovejoy also
sees Voltaire as discovering the weaknesses of the Chain.
Lovejoy believes that Voltaire saw optimism and the principle
of plentitude as a pessimistic philosophy. Conditions would
never change, and the amount of evil in the world would remain
constant .9
Voltaire was feeling the spirit of his age, and he could
not forcibly change the spirit or "Zeitgeist"; however, he,
as well as Dr. Johnson, could respond to it. In 1744, Vol-
taire told a critic, "Just show ne . . why so many men slit
each other's throats in the best of all possible worlds, and
I shall be greatly obliged to 
you."10 
Another response was
to come later in the form of Candide.
Having seen that Voltaire found flaws in the Chain of
Being and optimism, one may now wish to find how Candide
functions in 1-,is attack on optimism. One of Voltaire's chief
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arguments against optimism was that, since it allowed for no
growth in a group of creatures, people became complacent.
Christopher Thacker sees Candide as a work that attempts to
destroy complacency.
11
(It is interesting to note that Ras-
selas begins his journey in an attempt to battle complacency
as well.) Another critic, Lester Crocker, agrees with Thacker.
Crocker writes, "Voltaire wrote Candide to demolish a preten-
tious and false philosophy of the day, mistakenly labeled
'optimism.'"
12
As one may see, eighteenth-century optimism
allowed for no hope; nevertheless, regardless of wl,at Crocker
bElieves, most scholars recognize the concept as true optimism,
if not a form of it.
Voltaire may have written Candide to attack the Chain
of Being and optimism; however, the work was also written as
a reaction, a reaction to his life and the life of his age.
Critics Peyton Richter and Ilona Ricardo describe Voltaire's
work best when they write in the following:
In its broadest sense, the subject of Candide is
innocen man's experience of a mad and evil world,
his struggle to survive in that world, and, even-
tually, to some to terns with it and create his
own existence within it.1:;'
Candide may be Voltaire's way of coming to grips with a
chaotic world through the writing of a work that may be his
own personal way of dealing with chaos. If this te the case,
then the limits of Candide on altering the thought of his
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contemporaries may be more clearly seen.
When Voltaire was confronted with grotesque examples of
mar's inhumanity to man, one of the best ways that he could
respond was through his writing. And, as Besternan reveals
in the following:
In short, at this period Voltaire had become a man
obsessed, tormented by the spectacle of a humanity
that suffered and was resigned to suffering. But
if he was obsessed, he was also a genius, a crea-
tor: it was inevitable that this preoccupation
should work upon every level of his consciousness,
develop, form, crystallize, take on an independent
life, and be born in the shape of art: and so Can-
dide was written.
1 44-
We have seen that Voltaire first found flaws in the Chain of
Being and its accompanying optimism, and then he wrote Can-
dide as an expression of his disdain and indignation with
the idea; however, an adequate examination of Voltaire's res-
ponse to the Chain of Being, which assumed a major role in
his writing of Cardide, would not be complete without an in-
vestigation of the methods he used in attacking the weaknesses
of the Chain.
One cf the simplest attacks that Voltaire used on the
Chain of Being concerned the limits that the concept placed
on man. Yet the Frenchman could be more sophisticated in his
assualt on the idea. As Lovejoy reveals, Voltaire attacks
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the Chain of Being and the principle of plenitude on three
levels: some creatures are extinct or are in the process of
becoming extinct; we can imagine creatures that could exist
in the gaps between species; and there is no reason other
than revelation to assume the existence of a hierarchy of
immaterial beings that are above man.15 Voltaire's interest
in biology, accordirtto Lia Formigari, led to a very advanced
attack on the Chain of Being which may have eventually led
to its dissolution.
16
However, it was a century later be-
fore the ideas of Voltaire and Johnson were better respected.
Up until that time the Chain of Being remained strong.
To SEE Candide in a proper light as an attack on opti-
mism and the Chain of Being one must view the work as a whole.
In the tale Voltaire's caustic attacks on Leibriz' concept of
this being the best of all possible worlds are very blatant.
The instances of cruelty are very obvious in the work. How-
ever, there is a flippant tone present in the novel that may.
not be fully understand by a modern reader. In his exaggera-
tion of the world Voltaire is showing the reader that all is
not well; but he is also showing the reader that complacency
can be overcome. Yet, at the same time, the writer is en-
joying himself while ridiculing the people of his age who had
an uncaring attitude about life. In discussing Voltaire's
writing of Candide critic Evelyn Hall in The Life of Voltaire
describes some of Voltaire's other reasons for composing the
work:
This time he did not argue with their theories.
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He only exposed them. In that searching light, in
that burning sunshine, the comfortable dogmas of
the neat ccuplets of "Essay on Wan" blackened and
died, and Rousseau was shown forth the laughing-
stock of the nations.
1?
The writing of Candide played an important role in regard to
Rousseau, Leibniz, and the Chain of Being. Nevertheless, one
must still discover to what extent Voltaire aided in dissol-
ving the Chain.
As one may surmise, the Chain of Being was not broken in
the eighteenth century. Neither Samuel Johnson's attack in
England ncr Voltaire's attack in Europe produced a drastic
change in the thought of the day. Lovejoy comments on this
phenomenon in the following:
Johnson's criticism reached very nearly to the
throat of the matter. If it haf, been duly con-
sidered by his contemporaries, the late eighteenth
century might have been marked by the breakdown of
the principle of continuity and of the traditional
argument for optimism. . . . But it does rot appear
that either his or Voltaire's criticisms produced
much effect. Throughout the century the assump-
tion of plentitudes, continuity, and gradation
ccntinued, as we have seen, to operate powerfully
upon men's minds, especially in the biological
sciences.
18
One reason that Candide or Rasselas failed to effect much
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change in the thought of the age is offered ty Patrides. He
believes that the contemporaries of the two men were not
affected by the arguments against the Chain of Being since
they had already realized that there were discrepancies prey-
alent in the concept from the 
beginning.l 'c
Patride's statement may have some validity because many
of the eighteenth-century thinkers were purposely fooling
themselves in accepting a philosophy or concept of life that
is full of holes. Leibriz' dying in misery did little to
legitimize his faith in this "best possible world." The age
of Voltaire and Johnson was involved in self-delusion; people
were looking for something that offered support. The Chain
of Being and optimism provided a means for people to stabilize
their lives. When Voltaire and Johnson revolted against this
complacency through their writings, the Chain of Being did
feel the effects of their assaults. However, the major changes
in the Chain would occur later. But during the lives of Vol-
taire and Johnson a change in the concept was alreacy hap-
pening. For as Patrides notes, "Yet the Chain of Being was
not dismantled. It was instead adjusted to another emerging
idea, cosmic evolution."
20
The attack on optimisr is another of the forces that may
have caused Johnson and Voltaire to write their tales. The
men found themselves in conflict with the thought of their
own century. The concept of eighteenth—century optimism pro-
vides an area for further investigation; nevertheless, a
study of Rasselas and Candide needs only to examine the basic
idea and how it applied to the authors. Having viewed the
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attack on the concept of the Chain of Being and optimism, one
may now wish to discover more reasons why SamLel Johnson and
Voltaire would write so very similar tales.
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Similarities of Johrson and Voltaire
Through an investigation into the sources of Rasselas
and Candide and through an examination of the attack on
optimism and the Chain of Being levelled by the authors, one
may have found that, indeed, Samuel Johnson and Voltaire may
have shared a way of thinking that was foreign to most of
their contemporaries. Of course, most scholars do not recog-
nize the Existence of many ties between the two men; yet for
Rasselas and Candide tc be so similar, SOME ties must exist.
It is very well known that the famous (or infamous) Boswell
interviewed both Johnson and Voltaire, with Dr. Johnson re-
ceiving most of his attention. it is also well known that
both men wrote plays entitled Irene. However, in the search
to discover why such apparently dissimilar mer would aggres-
sively assault eighteenth-century optimism in such a similar
way one must probe into their lives.
As early as childhood, the lives of Johnson and Voltaire
displayed many similarities. In their childhood education
both were outstanding pupils, Voltaire being the more mis-
chievous student. James Boswell in his famous biography
writes, "From the earliest years Johnson's superiority was
perceived and acknowledged. Voltaire was also a superior
pupil but in a different manner. Theodore Besterman explains,
,2
"Like most great men Voltaire was self-taught. . . .
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In young adulthood the men shared another trail --ore
which both could have done well without. Most Johnsorian
scholars are aware that Johnson suffered from scrofula when
he was a child; the scholars are equally aware that Johnson
was afraid of going mad. However, Voltaire also experienced
poor health. In 1723, he was suffering from smallpox.3 But
in most cases disease of the body is easier to cure than dis-
ease of the mind. Having known the ravages of early illness,
Johnson and Voltaire were to go through life having a con-
stant fear of illness that manifested itself in severe hypo-
chondria.
For Dr. Johnson his hypochondria was incapacitating. One
needs only to listen to the words of Boswell to see how dras-
tic Johrson's condition was:
While he was at Lichfield, in the college vacation
of the year 1729, he felt himself overwhelmed with
an horrible hypochondria, with perpetual irritation,
fretfulness, and impatience; and with a dejection,
gloom, and despair, which made existence misery.
4
The misery Johnson felt from birth continued. Critic John
Bailey reveals that one of Johnson's letters tells how its
author was constantly bothered by illness or its threat every
day of his life past his twentieth birthday.5
Voltaire's life was very similar to Johnson's. One can
see that starting in his twenties, Johnson was constantly
plagued by sickness. Critic Colwym Vulliamy notes the same
condition about Voltaire, "Already, at the age of twenty-seven,
Voltaire was talking incessantly of his ill-health 
According to himself, indeed, he was never well at any period
„ 6
of his life. • • • Voltaire's concern for his health can
be seen even earlier since he wrote about his illnesses as
early as 1723 when he told Thierot that his milk diet was
causing him difficulty.7 Nevertheless, even though Voltaire
and Johnson were either ill or thinking about illness, each
had a strength to pull him through. As Haydon Yason notes,
Voltaire could recover quickly from illnesses.
8
And Boswell
writes of Johnson having a natural fortitude that never left
him.9
The point of discussing the physical condition of both
authcrs is very obvious. Yet, it must still be made. A per-
son who is constantly sick or worried about his health nor-
mally would not believe that this is the best of all possible
worlds. Optimism is not the philosophy of the hypochondriac.
It is very difficult imagining a happy Rasselas since his
creator was nagged perpetually by illness or the threat of
illness. It is as equally difficult to imagine a happy Can-
dide since his creator was constantly sick. To see the physi-
cal condition of an author as a major concerr in determining
the mood of a work is an over-simplification; however, to ig-
nore the physical condition of lhe writer would be an injus-
tice to the proper understanding of the creation cf the work.
When Johnson wrote Rasselas and when Voltaire wrote Candide,
the health of the two men played a role in deternining the
tone of the works.
The fear of illness was not the only fear that Johnson
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and Voltaire shared; they also shared the fear of death. One
may remember that at the time of the writing of RassElas
Samuel Johnson's mother was dying, a strong reminder for an -
one of his own mortality. The Lisbon Earthquake would have
certainly placed the thought of death in Voltaire's mind.
Death was always peering over Johnson's shoulder. Bos-
well mentions this obsession in his work on Johnson, "He said,
'he never had a moment in which death was not terrible to
him. 
11,10 
Johnson may have feared death tecause he was afraid
of passing into oblivion. However, Voltaire had a fear of
death--not because he was concerned with an afterlife—but
because he feared that his attach on religion would cause him
to receive a disgraceful burial like that given to actress
Adrienne Lecouvreur who was buried in a piece of waste ground.
11
Again one finds examples of thought that are uncommon to op-
timists. The two men saw in this best of all possible worlds
no guarantees. They are unlike the optimists and believers
in the Chain of Being who manufactured their own guarantees.
Another feature found in the life of Johnson that may be
seen in the life of Voltaire is the attraction that bcth felt
for the aristocracy. Neither Johnson nor Voltaire was born
into the aristocracy. But history supports the belief that
they longed to be there. Dr. Johnson had a fascination for
the aristocracy that affected his life. However, as critic
Percy Houston notes, the middle class of England still found
Johnson as their main literary figure.
12
He remained in the
middle class. Voltaire also aspired to join the aristocracy,
but he found that he lacked one qualification: he was not
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born into the upper classes.
13 Even when Voltaire and John-
son became financially successful later in life, they still
belonged in the middle class. Candide and Rasselas are works
that were written by people who were striving. Most aristo-
crats would not try to effect change. Because an aristocrat
would have no reason to attack complacency, he would gladly
accept the Chain of Being as it is.
Candide contains many sexual references and innuendoes;
however, Rasselas is basically devoid of sexuality. The
sexuality of Candide is released while that of Rasselas tends
to be subdued. The lives of the authors paralleled their art.
Voltaire had a mistress when he was nineteen.
14
The French-
mar may be best described by Colwyn Vulliamy, who writes,
"He was, in his youth a libertine, a gallant, but not a lover
1c
in the nobler sense of the word." Voltaire was a very sen-
sual person, who would readily express his sensuality. The
common conception of Samuel Johnson is that he was a man who
was devoid of sensuality. However, this is not the case.
Will and Ariel Durant help destroy the misconception in the
following when they write of Johnson: "He was afraid of sen-
suality in literature because he had difficulty in suppressing
his own sensual impulses and imagination."  
16 
Understanding
the authors' concept of sensuality aids in a person's reading
of the tales. Although both men share similar feelings, they
handle the feelings in a different way as they did their at-
tacks on optimism and the Chain of Being.
A last look at a similarity shared by Johnson and Vol-
taire provides a significant step in an understanding of the
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tales. As one may see, complacency and optimism in excess
were not tolerated by either man. Both Johnson and Voltaire
cared for their fellow man or they wculd have left the opti-
mists unchallenged. To prove that either man was generous
is very easy; all one has to do is to examine a few instances
of generosity in their lives.
Johnson's generosity is best revealed by Boswell who
provides numerous accounts in his biography of Johnson. Bos-
well writes of Johnson, "His generous humanity to the miser-
able was almost beyond example."17 Later Boswell tells how
Johnson takes a prostitute home to restore her to health and
the right way of life.
18 
in the Life of Johnson there are
numerous accounts of ways Johnson tried to help the poor and
disadvantaged.
An investigation into the life of Voltaire reveals that
he was also compassionate to the plight of others. One piece
of evidence is offered by Nancy Mitford when she writes of
Voltaire, "All through their long friendship Frederick accused
him of being a miser. He must have known the symptoms. .
But the correspondence between Voltaire and Moussinot shows
Voltaire to have been generosity itself.
"19
Men like Johnson and Voltaire who wen generous to others
saw that there was a need for generosity in ilfe. Unlike the
members of an uncaring aristocracy, the two authors saw the
misery and suffering that existed in their lives and in other
people's lives. The Chain of Being trapped peLple from es-
caping their conditions. Eighteenth-century optimish. allowed
no room for improvement. Because they cared for others, Johnson
and Voltaire could write novels like Rasselas and Candide.
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The apathetic attitude of many people in the eighteenth cen-
tury prevented the novels from exerting much impact in break-
ing the Chain of Being. Nevertheless, Johnson and Voltaire
showed that they cared. By writing the tales Dr. Johnson
and Voltaire delivered a statement to their age, a statement
pleading for the abolition of the doctrine of excessive op-
timism and for the formation of a thoughtthat would aid the
miserable and dejected people.
One may notice that the seeming coincidence of the pub-
lication of two very similar novels is not as much a coin-
cidence as it appears. Johnson and Voltaire were men of the
same heart if not the same brain. One was controlled, the
other impulsive. One repressed his sexuality; the other ex-
pressed it freely. But neither man could turn his back on
suffering. Neither could accept the world as it was without
wishing for improvement. Both men remained aware of the
plight of the poor and of the silliness of some of the rich.
Both men chose the same medium of expression.
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After having viewed many of the factors that may have
caused Johnson and Voltaire to write their tales, one may see
that an explanation of the similarities of the works is not
a simple one. A study of the written sources that both au-
thors may have used in their research for the novels reveals
very little, if any, overlapping. Thus, one cannot say that
Rasselas and Candide have many common written sources.
To find the reasons behind the resemblances, one must
delve deeper into the subject. Ideas play an important part
in the tales. Similar ideas are sometimes expressed in simi-
lar manners. This may be the case with the two novels of John-
son and Voltaire. Both men found offensive the concept of the
Chain of Being and its accompanying optimism. Although the
writers use different philoscphic attacks on the Chain of
Being, the tales do not reflect the difference in great de-
tail. That both men shared similar ideas is enough to ex-
plain part of the similarities of their tales.
Ideas were not the only thing that Johnson and Voltaire
shared. Both also had powerful intellects, strong feelings,
and a deep concern for humanity, especially for people who
could not care for themselves. These traits find themselves
in the tales.
Still, a study does not clearly explain why the two novels
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are so similar. However, when one looks at all of the fac-
tors as a group, he may realize that the seeming coincidence
of the tales is not so large. The intellectual climate of
the age was ready: some thinkers needed shaking up. It is
only fitting that two men who shared similar beliefs, who had
the intelligence and the ability, and who saw the need (either
consciously or subconsciously) would be the ones who would
try to modify the "Zeitgeist" of the eighteenth century.
This attempt produced Candide for Voltaire and Rasselas for
Doctor Johnson.
The thought of the age, the writers' lives, their finan-
cial condition, their desires, their psychological make-up,
their need to create, all of these elements forced the two
men to write similar tales. In retrospect, as an examination
of the origins of Rasselas and Candide may reveal, Johnson
and Voltaire appear to have been the victims of a determinism
that somehow captured them in the eighteenth century. Rasselas
and Candide are not tales the authors wanted to write--the
books are works the authors had to write. From Johnson's
need to pay for his mother's expenses to Voltaire's need to
ridicule Frederick, an urgency existed in the writing of the
tales. This deterministic ,Ilement may be one key factor in
understanding what has been a mystery concerning the similari-
ties of the tales.
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